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Watch King & Maxwell, TNT's new series based on David Baldacci's blockbuster novels, on

Mondays at 10 p.m. (ET/PT) After the #1 New York Times bestsellers Split Second, Hour Game,

Simple Genius, and First Family, Sean King and Michelle Maxwell return in their most shocking

case: a high stakes struggle where the relentless needs of national security run up against the

absolute limits of the human mind.THE SIXTH MANEdgar Roy--an alleged serial killer held in a

secure, fortress-like Federal Supermax facility-is awaiting trial. He faces almost certain conviction.

Sean King and Michelle Maxwell are called in by Roy's attorney, Sean's old friend and mentor Ted

Bergin, to help work the case. But their investigation is derailed before it begins--en route to their

first meeting with Bergin, Sean and Michelle find him murdered. It is now up to them to ask the

questions no one seems to want answered: Is Roy a killer? Who murdered Bergin? With help from

some surprising allies, they continue to pursue the case. But the more they dig into Roy's past, the

more they encounter obstacles, half-truths, dead-ends, false friends, and escalating threats from

every direction. Their persistence puts them on a collision course with the highest levels of the

government and the darkest corners of power. In a terrifying confrontation that will push Sean and

Michelle to their limits, the duo may be permanently parted.
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Okay, not to be overly simplistic, but David Baldacci's latest thriller featuring former Secret Service

agents Sean King and Michelle Maxwell does have a plot highly reminiscent of the television show



"Chuck," though certainly not a similar tone. No, there's no "Intersect" computer imbedded in

anyone's brain, but there is a defense contractor running what's called the E-Program. As the novel

opens, the contractor, Peter Bunting, is seeking the individual who can become the next

"Analyst."The Analyst is the person tasked with watching the "Wall," a six- by eight-foot screen on

which flows "information on suspicious activities being carried out by either Americans or foreigners

operating domestically." It's a "compilation of top secret communications, all of colossal importance.

And on it poured, from all corners of the globe, delivered en masse in high definition. If it were an

Xbox or a PS3 game it would be the most exciting difficult one ever created. But there was nothing

made up about it. Here real people lived and real people died, every second of every day."The idea

is that our intelligence network is too spread out and diversified, and that in order to truly get the Big

Picture, one individual needs to be able to process every scrap of data we collect. It's a staggering

job that literally brings brilliant men to their knees. Obviously it's not a job for the average Joe, but a

few extraordinary individuals can utilize 90-some percent of their brain, rather than the paltry ten

percent most of us access. And all of this is exposited in a brief prologue.Next, we're with series

protagonists King and Maxwell as they touch down in Maine. They've been called up for an

investigative job.
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